Ursetta, Angelina [CO]
From:
Sent:
To:

Ursetta, Angelina [CO]
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 1:21 PM
Haecker, Rita [CO]; Garrison, Michelle [CO]; Armendariz, Faviola [CO]; Martin, Kate [CO];
Szumiloski, Dave [CO]; Hernandez, Diana [CO]; Pate, Darrell [CO]; DCTApresident
DCTA Slate 4/13

Subject:

COVID Related Leave
If you are experiencing or have previously experienced COVID related illness during the work
week, this is a reminder that you are able to use sick leave bank days before using your
personal unused sick days!
Stop the Simultaneous Learning Requirements for Educators!
It is no secret that this school year has been one of the most challenging yet. With that, one
of the greatest difficulties of educating our children has been teaching in person and online
simultaneously.
Many educators have voiced their concerns around whether simultaneous learning will
continue into next school year or not. In order to advocate for the stop of simultaneous
learning, we ask you to join us in emailing the DPS School Board and Superintendent
requesting that any virtual learning options available to students in the 2021-22 school year
be offered centrally and that the district will not penalize individual schools for temporary loss
of enrollment due to increases in remote learning enrollment.
DPS Bell Schedules and Transportation
We just became aware that the district is moving to 3 new bell times for the entire district
based on transportation needs. We are trying to investigate the implications this has for
individual buildings as educators were not consulted during this decision. We highly
encourage SLTs to have conversations about maintaining contractual hours for DCTA
members. Please reach out to your UniServ Directors with any concerns.
Officer Elections and Voting Process
The voting period for our DCTA Spring 2021 Election is going on now until April 19, 2021.
You should have received an email with your ballot from a company by the name of YES
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Elections. If you still have not yet voted, YES Elections will send you a reminder email with
your ballot every Friday until you’ve submitted your ballot. If you experience any technical
difficulties with voting, please contact YES Elections by phone at (866) 384-9978 or by email
at Help+DCTA@yeselections.com.
As an additional reminder, all and any campaign literature coming from DCTA on behalf of
election candidates is being sent to your personal email addresses that we have on file with
NEA360. If you do not believe you have not received these emails, please check your
spam/junk folders. For any additional concerns, please contact Rita Haecker
(rhaecker@coloradoea.org) and Brian Mulryan (brianzote@hotmail.com).

Know Your Contract
With the district's intention to revoke all accommodations granted to staff for remote work due
to living in a household with a high-risk family member, or due to childcare issues we
understand that many educators are concerned. Please remember that article 5 of our Master
Contract states that SLT should reach consensus on scheduling issues. If you are impacted,
please make sure your principal has scheduled an emergency SLT meeting in order to make
these changes (if they plan to change or alter employees’ work assignments).
Contract Language:
5-5. The SLT will meet regularly and their responsibilities shall include:
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A. Review data and collaborate in the development of the Unified Improvement Plans (or
future equivalent);
B. Review and collaborate on the design of the school’s schedule, including but not limited
to:
o
o
o

o

o

student schedule;
teacher schedule;
The design of and schedule for the professional development plan within the
40 hour work week, e.g. use of “teal days” or equivalent. The SLT shall take
into consideration other professional development and teacher obligations in
scheduling this time; 12 of 101
Other operational and professional functions (eg. committee meetings,
faculty/staff meetings, grade-level meetings, vertical team meetings,
departmental meetings, planning with instructional personnel, data teams);
and
Contingency plans for lack of substitute teachers in order to assure equitable
impact and implementation.

C. Review and collaborate on the implementation of the instructional program as it specifically
applies to classrooms and grades at the school including prioritizing and sequencing activities
within the teacher work week;
D. Collaborate to identify strategies for increasing enrollment at the school;
E. Collaborate to develop communication strategies for regularly reporting student progress
to parents/families;
F. Collaborate to implement best instructional practices;
G. Plan to identify and reduce non-essential work requirements;
H. Collaborate on the school-wide learning cycles and observation cycles for the year;
I. Review and approve written proposals from a teacher requesting that he/she be permitted
to substitute a planned Professional Development session with a proposed alternative
because the planned session is not related to the teacher’s content area (e.g. tabletop
arrangement PD for the swimming teacher is not reasonably related); the SLT shall develop
procedures regarding such requests; and
J. Perform additional duties as outlined in Article 8
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Non-Renewal vs. RiB
It is very important to understand that there is a difference between a reduction (RiB) and a
non-renewal.
In the case of a RiB, employees at traditional schools are immediately eligible to look for and
secure another assignment since reductions are budget/position-based and not tied to
performance. As long as the reduction is not tied to performance, the educator is immediately
eligible for rehire in DPS. If your position at an Innovation school is reduced and you are told
that your position is discontinued, you are immediately eligible for rehire, unless you are also
being non-renewed.
You must obtain a position by July 31, 2021 or you would then be non-renewed and
employment terminated. As a reminder, many Innovation schools do not recognize nonprobationary status and, by law, are able to non-renew probationary teachers regardless of
performance.
That being said, there are situations where individuals may have had their position reduced,
but there are also performance/conduct concerns. In these cases, probationary teachers can
also be non-renewed in addition to having their position RiBd. In the case of a position being
reduced AND their contract non-renewed, the individual would be conditionally eligible for
rehire. This means that the teacher would have to provide 3 years of effective evaluations
from another school district before being rehired in DPS. Only probationary teachers can be
non-renewed.
DPS Meeting with Dr. Burmann
Last week the district hosted a COVID Vaccine FAQ session with Denver Public Health.
Please feel free to watch this video to learn more about school related COVID vaccine FAQs!
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CEA Digital Week of Action
This week we will be participating in CEA’s Digital Week of Action because nearly 4 out of 10
Colorado educators are thinking of leaving the profession and when our students lack the
resources and support they need to thrive. It’s time to fight for exceptional public schools in
every neighborhood!
How to get involved:


Tuesday, April 13 - A Voice on the Job: Share what being in a strong union and
having collective bargaining rights means to you. Be sure to use
#ExceptionalPublicSchoolsCO, #UnionStrong, and #edcolo in your posts and tag
CEA and DCTA



Wednesday, April 14 - #CMASRelief: In light of the CMASRelief win, please share
what you have been able to teach or do instead of preparing for these tests? How
have you been able to support your students’ wellbeing instead of preparing for these
tests?
Share your answers on social media and be sure to use hashtags #CMASRelief,
#ExceptionalPublicSchoolsCO and #edcolo and tag CEA in your posts! You can also
DM us a link to your post.



Thursday, April 15 - Paying a Fair Share: Legislative Action (stay tuned on the DCTA
Facebook and CEA Facebook pages on how to get involved)



Friday, April 16 - Healthy and Safe Schools: Share some ideas of where you think
this influx of federal funding should go towards in our public schools. Is it better
ventilation systems and classroom set-ups in your school? Or more cleaning supplies,
facilities staff, and personal protective equipment? Or something else?
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Fill out this mock work order form and share on social media! Be sure to use
#ExceptionalPublicSchoolsCO and #edcolo in your posts and tag CEA and DCTA.


Saturday, April 17 - Fighting for Exceptional Public Schools: Every public school
should be a place with exceptional teaching and learning, no matter what
neighborhood it serves. Our state legislature must find the funding necessary so all
students get the public schools they deserve (stay tuned on the DCTA Facebook and
CEA Facebook pages on how to get involved).

NEA Member Benefits - Auto Buying Programs
The NEA Auto Buying Program gives you free access to online research tools (such as
TruCar) and connects you with experienced Certified Dealers that are committed to price
transparency and great service. You can also see what others paid, then get your member
pricing and head to the dealership for a test drive.
Click here to learn more!

Board Meeting - April 13 from 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
CEA Delegate Assembly - April 16-17
Last Day to Vote in DCTA Elections - April 19
Rep Council - April 20 from 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Sent via ActionNetwork.org. To update your email address, change your name or address, or to stop receiving emails from Denver
Classroom Teachers Association, please click here.
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